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Abstract. This paper considers quorum-replicated, multi-writer, multireader (MWMR) implementations of survivable atomic registers in a distributed message-passing system with processors prone to failures. Previous implementations in such settings invariably required two rounds of
communication between readers/writers and replica owners. Hence the
question arises whether it is possible to have single round read and/or
write operations in this setting.
We thus devise an algorithm, called Sfw, that exploits a new technique
called server side ordering (SSO), which –unlike previous approaches–
places partial responsibility for the ordering of write operations on the
replica owners (the servers). With SSO, fast write operations are introduced for the very first time in the MWMR setting. We prove that
our algorithm preserves atomicity in all permissible executions. While
algorithm SFW shows that in principle fast writes are possible, we also
show that under certain conditions the MWMR model imposes inherent limitations on any quorum-based fast write implementation of a safe
read/write register and potentially even restricts the number of writer
participants in the system. In this case our algorithm achieves near optimal efficiency.

1

Introduction

Data survivability is essential in distributed systems. Replication is broadly used
to sustain critical data in networked settings prone to failures, and a variety of
distributed storage systems have been designed to replicate and maintain data
residing at distinct network locations or servers. Together with replication come
the problems of maintaining consistency among the replicas and of efficiency of
access to data, all in the presence of failures.
A long string of research has been addressing the consistency challenge by devising efficient, wait-free, atomic (linearizable [22]) read/write sharable objects in
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message-passing systems (e.g., [1–3, 6, 8, 15, 16, 21, 24, 27]). An atomic read/write
object, or register [23], provides the semantics of a sequentially accessed single
object. The underlying implementations replicate the object at several failureprone servers and allow concurrent reading and writing by failure-prone clients.
The efficiency of read or write operations is measured in terms of the number of
communication rounds between clients and servers.
Prior Work. In the SWMR model, Attiya et al. [3] achieve consistency by exploiting the intersecting sets of majorities in combination with htimestamp, valuei
pairs, comprised of a logical clock and the associated replica value. A write operation increments the writer’s local timestamp and delivers the new timestampvalue pair to a majority of servers, taking one round. A read operation obtains timestamp-value pairs from some majority, then propagates the pair corresponding to the highest timestamp to some majority of servers, thus taking
two rounds.Avoiding the second communication round may lead to violations of
atomicity when reads are concurrent with a write.
The majority-based approach in [3] is readily generalized to quorum-based
approaches (e.g., [27, 9, 24, 10, 19]). In this context, a quorum system [17, 30, 12,
29, 28] is a collection of subsets of server identifiers with pairwise non-empty
intersections. The work of [10] shows that the read operations must write to as
many replica servers as the maximum number of failures allowed. A dynamic
atomic memory implementation using reconfigurable quorums is given in [24]
(with several practical refinements in [18, 13, 14, 5]), where the sets of servers
can arbitrarily change over time as processes join and leave the system. When
the set of servers is not being reconfigured, the read and write protocols involve
two communication rounds. Retargeting this work to ad-hoc mobile networks,
Dolev et al. [7] formulated the GeoQuorums approach. There (and in [5]), some
reads involve a single communication round when it is confirmed that the corresponding write operation has completed.
Starting from [3] a common folklore belief developed that “atomic reads must
write”. Dutta et al. [8] present the first fast atomic SWMR implementation where
all operations take a single communication round. They show that fast behavior
is achievable only when the number of reader processes R is inferior to St − 2,
where S is the number of servers, t of whom may crash. They also showed that
fast implementations in the MWMR model are impossible in the presence of a
single server failure. Georgiou et al. [16] introduced the notion of virtual nodes
that enables an unbounded number of readers. They define the notion of semifast
implementations were only a single read operation per write needs to be “slow”
(take two rounds). Their algorithm requires that the number of virtual nodes V
is inferior to St − 2; this does not prevent multiple readers as long as at least one
virtual node exists. They also show that semifast MWMR implementations are
impossible.
Other works, e.g., [1, 20, 21, 15], pursue bounds on the efficiency of distributed
storage in a variety of organizational and failure models. For example, [20, 1],
explore conditions under which two round operations are required by safe and
regular SWMR registers.

Recently quorum-based approaches were further explored in the context of
efficient atomic registers [21, 15]. Guerraoui and Vukolić [21] defined the notion
of Refined Quorum Systems (RQS), where quorums are classified in three categories, according to their intersection size with other quorums. The authors
characterize these properties and develop an efficient Byzantine-resilient SWMR
atomic object implementation and a solution to the consensus problem. In synchronous failure-free runs their implementation is fast. Georgiou et al. [15] specified the properties that a general quorum system must possess in order to achieve
single round operations in the presence of crashes and asynchrony. They showed
that fast and semifast quorum-based SWMR implementations are possible iff a
common intersection exists among all quorums, hence a single point of failure exists in such solutions (i.e., any server in the common intersection), making such
implementations not robust. To trade efficiency for improved fault-tolerance,
weak-semifast implementations are introduced in [15] that require at least one
single slow read per write operation, and where all writes are fast. In addition,
they present a client-side prediction tool called Quorum Views that enables fast
read operations in general quorum-based implementations even under read/write
concurrency. Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach,
showing that a small fraction of read operations need to be slow under realistic scenarios. A question that naturally follows is whether it is possible to have
weak-semifast atomic MWMR register implementations.
Contributions. Intrigued by the above developments this work aims to answer
the following question: Under what conditions may one obtain efficient atomic
read/write register implementations in the MWMR model? To this end, we incorporate a new technique that enables single communication round, i.e., fast,
write and read operations in that model. Our contributions are as follows.
1. To enable fast write operations we introduce a new technique called Server
Side Ordering (SSO) that assigns to the server processes the responsibility of maintaining and incrementing logical timestamps, that are used by
both readers and writers and helps to ensure atomicity. Previous algorithms,
placed this responsibility on the writer’s side. (In the presence of asynchrony
and failures, SSO alone does not suffice to guarantee atomicity: using SSO
by itself may result in the generation of non unique timestamps for each
write operation.)
2. We developed a quorum-based implementation for atomic MWMR registers,
called Sfw, that (a) employs the SSO technique by having the servers assign
logical timestamps to writes. and (b) ensures uniqueness of timestamps by
combining them with each writer’s local write ordering. This hybrid approach
guarantees uniqueness of tags among the read and write participants for
every written value and allows the writers and readers to reason about the
state of the system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first MWMR
atomic register implementation that provides the possibility of fast reads
and writes.
3. Lastly, we develop a framework for reasoning about impossibility and lower
bounds for MWMR implementations. In an n-wise quorum system any n

quorums have a common non-empty intersection. We call two operations
consecutive if they are complete, not concurrent, and originate at two distinct processes. Two operations are quorum shifting if they are consecutive
and the two originating processes receive replies from two distinct quorums
during these operations. We prove lower bounds on the number of consecutive, quorum shifting fast write operations that an execution of a safe register
implementation may contain. We show that a safe register implementation
is impossible in an n-wise quorum system, where not all quorums have a
common intersection, if any execution contains more than n − 1 consecutive,
quorum shifting single round write operations. This ultimately implies that
in an implementation with only fast writes there cannot be more than n − 1
writers. Algorithm Sfw is nearly optimal since it approaches this bound as
it yields executions with up to n/2 consecutive fast write operations, while
maintaining atomicity.
Document Structure. In Section 2 we present our model and definitions. The
algorithm, Sfw, is presented in Section 3. The inherent limitations of MWMR
model and the conditions under which it is possible to obtain fast write operations, are presented in Section 4. Because of space limitations, omitted proofs
can be found in the full version of the manuscript [4].

2

Model and Definitions

We consider the asynchronous message-passing model. There are three distinct
finite sets of processors: a set of readers R, a set of writers W, and a set of S
servers. The identifiers of all processors are unique and comparable. Communication among the processors is accomplished via reliable communication channels.
Servers are arranged into intersecting sets, or quorums, that together form a
quorum system Q. For a T
set of quorums A ⊆ Q we denote the intersection of the
quorums in A by IA = Q∈A Q. We define specializations of quorum systems
based on the number of quorums that together have a non-empty intersection.
Definition 1. A quorum system Q is called an n-wise quorum system if for
any A ⊆ Q, s.t. |A| = n we have IA 6= ∅ holds. We call n the intersection
degree of Q.
In a common quorum system any two quorums intersect, and so any quorum
system is a 2-wise (pairwise) quorum system. At the other extreme, a |Q|-wise
quorum system has a common intersection among all quorums. From the definition it follows that an n-wise quorum system is also a k-wise quorum system,
for 2 ≤ k ≤ n. We will organize the servers into n-wise quorum systems known
to all the participants as needed.
Algorithms presented in this work are specified in terms of I/O automata [26,
25], where an algorithm A is a composition of automata Ai , each assigned to some
process i. Each Ai is defined in terms of a set of states states(Ai ) that includes
the initial state σ0 , a signature sig(Ai ) that specifies input, output, and internal

actions (external signature consists of only input and output actions), and transitions, that for each action ν gives the triple hσ, ν, σ 0 i defining the transition
of Ai from state σ to state σ 0 . Such a triple is also called a step. An execution
fragment φ of Ai is a finite or an infinite sequence σ0 , ν1 , σ1 , ν2 , . . . , νr , σr , . . .
of alternating states and actions, such that every σk , νk+1 , σk+1 is a step of Ai .
If an execution fragment begins with an initial state of Ai then it is called an
execution. We say that an execution fragment φ0 of Ai , extends a finite execution
fragment φ of Ai if the first state of φ0 is the last state of φ. The concatenation of
φ and φ0 is the result of the extension of φ by φ0 where the duplicate occurrence
of the last state of φ is eliminated, yielding an execution fragment of Ai .
A process i crashes in an execution φ if it contains a step hσk , f aili , σk+1 i
as the last step of Ai . A process i is faulty in an execution φ if i crashes in φ;
otherwise i is correct. A quorum Q ∈ Q is non-faulty if ∀i ∈ Q, i is correct;
otherwise Q is faulty. We assume that at least one quorum in Q is non-faulty in
any execution.
Atomicity. We aim to implement atomic read/write memory, where each object
is replicated at servers. Each object has a unique name, x from some set X, and
object values v come from some set Vx ; initially each x is set to a distinguished
value v0 (∈ Vx ). Reader p requests a read operation ρ on an object x using
action readx,p . Similarly a write operation is requested using action write(∗)x,p
at writer p. The steps corresponding to such actions are called invocation steps.
An operation terminates with the corresponding read-ack(∗)x,p or write-ackx,p
action; these steps are called response steps. An operation π is incomplete in an
execution when the invocation step of π does not have the associated response
step; otherwise we say that π is complete. We assume that requests made by read
and write processes are well-formed: a process does not request a new operation
until it receives the response for a previously invoked operation.
In an execution, we say that an operation (read or write) π1 precedes another
operation π2 , or π2 succeeds π1 , if the response step for π1 precedes in real
time the invocation step of π2 ; this is denoted by π1 → π2 . Two operations are
concurrent if neither precedes the other.
Correctness of an implementation of an atomic read/write object is defined
in terms of the atomicity and termination properties. Assuming the failure model
discussed earlier, the termination property requires that any operation invoked
by a correct process eventually completes. Atomicity is defined as follows [25].
For any execution of a memory service, if all the read and the write operations
that are invoked complete, then the read and write operations can be partially
ordered by an ordering ≺, so that the following properties are satisfied:
P1. The partial order is consistent with the external order of invocation and
responses, that is, there do not exist operations π1 and π2 , such that π1
completes before π2 starts, yet π2 ≺ π1 .
P2. All write operations are totally ordered and every read operation is ordered
with respect to all the writes.

P3. Every read operation ordered after any writes returns the value of the last
write preceding it in the partial order, and any read operation ordered before
all writes returns the initial value of the object.
For the rest of the paper we assume a single register memory system. By composing multiple single register implementations, one may obtain a complete atomic
memory [25]. Thus, we omit further mention of object names.
Efficiency and Fastness. We measure the efficiency of an atomic register implementation in terms of communication round-trips (or simply rounds). A round
is defined as follows [8, 16, 15]:
Definition 2. Process p performs a communication round during operation π if
all of the following hold:
1. p sends request messages that are a part of π to a set of processes,
2. any process q that receives a request message from p for operation π, replies
without delay.
3. when process p receives enough replies it terminates the round (either
completing π or starting new round).
Operation π is fast [8] if it completes after its first communication round;
an implementation is fast if in each execution all operations are fast. Semifast
implementations as defined in [16] allow some read operations to perform two
communication rounds. Briefly, an implementation is semifast if the following
properties are satisfied: (a) writes are fast, (b) reads complete in one or two
rounds, (c) only a single complete read operation is slow (two round) per write
operation, and (d) there exists an execution that contains at least one write and
one read operation and all operations are fast. Finally, weak-semifast implementations [15] satisfy properties (a), (b), and (d), but eliminate the property (c),
allowing multiple slow read operations per write. As shown in [8, 16] no MWMR
implementation of atomic memory can be fast or semifast. So we focus our attention on implementations where both reads and writes maybe slow. We use
quorum systems and tags to maintain, and impose an ordering on, the values
written to the register replicas. We say that a quorum Q ∈ Q, replies to a process
p for an operation π during a round, if ∀s ∈ Q, s receives messages during the
round and replies to these messages, and p receives all of the replies.
Given that any subset of readers or writers may crash, the termination of an
operation cannot depend on the progress of any other operation. Furthermore we
guarantee termination only if servers’ replies within a round of some operation
do not depend on receipt of any message sent by other processes. Thus we can
construct executions where only the messages from the invoking processes to the
servers, and from the servers to the invoking processes are delivered. Lastly, to
guarantee termination under the assumed failure model, no operation can wait
for more than a singe quorum to reply within the processing of a single round.

3

SSO-based Algorithm

In this section we present algorithm Sfw that utilizes a technique, called SSO, to
introduce fast read and write operations. In traditional MWMR atomic register
implementations, the writer is solely responsible for incrementing the tag that
imposes the ordering on the values of the register. With the new technique, and
our hybrid approach, this task is now also assigned to the servers, hence the
name Server Side Ordering (SSO).
At a first glance, SSO appears to be an intuitive and straightforward approach: servers are responsible to increment the timestamp associated with their
local replica whenever they receive a write request. Yet, this technique proved to
be extremely challenging. Traditionally, two phase write operations were querying the register replicas for the latest timestamp, then they were incrementing
that timestamp and finally they were assigning the new timestamp to the value
to be written. Such methodology established that each individual writer was
responsible to decide a single and unique timestamp to be assigned to a written value. In contrary, the new technique promises to redeem the writer for the
query phase by moving the association of the written value to a timestamp (and
thus its ordering) to the replica owners (servers). This however introduces new
complexity to the problem since multiple and different timestamps may now
be assigned to the same write request (and thus the same written value). Since
timestamps are used to order the write operations, then multiple timestamps
for a single write imply the appearance of the same operation in different points
in the execution timeline. Hence the great challenge is to provide clients with
enough information so that they decide a unique ordering for each written value
to avoid violation of atomicity. For this purpose we combine the server generated
timestamps with writer generated operation counters.
Algorithm Sfw involves two predicates. One for the write protocol and one
for the read protocol. Both protocols evaluate the distribution of a tag within
the quorum that replies to a write/read operation respectively.
The algorithm, depicted in Figures 1,2 and 3, uses htag, valuei pairs to impose
ordering on the values written to the register. In contrast with the traditional
approach where the tag is a two field tuple, this algorithm requires the tag to
be a triple. In particular the tag is of the form hts, wid, wci ∈ N × W × N,
where the fields ts and wid are used as in common tags and represent the timestamp and writer identifier respectively. Field wc represents the write operation
counter and facilitates the ability to distinguish between write operations. Initially the tag is set to h0, min(W), 0i in every process. In contrast to ts, wc is
incremented by the writer before invokes a write operation and it denotes the
sequence number of that write. Recall that by our key technique, the tags (and
particularly the timestamps in the tags) are incremented by the server processes.
Thus if a tag was a tuple of the form hts, widi, then two server processes si and
sj may associate two different tags htsi , wi and htsj , wi to a single write operation. Any operation however that witness such tags cannot distinguish whether
the tags refer to a single or different write operations from w. By introducing

1: at each writer w
2: procedure initialization:
3: tag ← h0, wid, 0i, wc ← 0, wid ← writer id, rCounter ← 0
4: procedure write(v)
5: wc ← wc + 1
6: send (W, tag, wc, rCounter) to all servers
7: wait until receive (W ACK, inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
8: rcvM ← {hs, mi : m = (W ACK, inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter)∧ s sent m ∧ s ∈ Q}
9: T = {hts, wid, wci : hts, wid, wci ∈ m.inprogress ∧ hs, mi ∈ rcvM }
/* find unique tags */
10: if ∃τ, M S, A : τ ∈ T ∧ M S = {s : hs, mi ∈ rcvM ∧ τ ∈ m.inprogress} ∧
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

A ⊆ Q s.t. 0 ≤ |A| ≤ n
2 − 1 ∧ IA∪{Q} ⊆ M S then
tag = τ
n
if |A| =≥ max(0, 2 − 2) then
rCounter ← rCounter + 1
send (RP, tag, tag.wc, rCounter) to all servers
wait until receive (RPACK,inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
end if
else
tag = maxhts,wid,wci (T ); rCounter ← rCounter + 1
send (RP, tag, tag.wc, rCounter) to all servers
wait until receive (RPACK,inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
end if
return(OK)

Fig. 1. Pseudocode for Writer protocol.
1: at each server s
2: procedure initialization:
3: tag ← h0, 0, 0i, inprogress ← {}, conf irmed ← h0, 0, 0i, counter[0...|R| + |W|] ← 0
4: procedure serve()
5: upon rcv(msgT, tag0 , wc0 , rCounter0 ) from q ∈ W ∪ R and rCounter0 ≥ counter[pid(q)] do
6: if tag < tag0 then
7:
htag.ts, tag.wid, tag.wci = htag 0 .ts, tag 0 .wid, tag 0 .wci
8: end if
9: if msgT = W then
10:
htag.ts, tag.wid, tag.wci = htag.ts + 1, tag 0 .wid, wc0 i
/* tag 0 .wid = pid(q) */
11:
inprogress = (inprogress − {τ : τ ∈ inprogress ∧ τ.wid = pid(q)}) ∪ htag.ts, pid(q), tag.wci
12: end if
13: if conf irmed < tag0 then
14:
conf irmed ← tag 0
15: end if
16: counter[pid(q)] ← rCounter0
17: send (ack, inprogress, conf irmed, counter[pid(q)])
18:
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for Server protocol.

the new term the tags will become htsi , w, wci and htsj , w, wci, and thus any
operation establishes that the same write operation was assigned two different
timestamps. The triples can be compared alphanumerically. In particular we say
that tag1 > tag2 if tag1 .ts > tag2 .ts, or tag1 .ts = tag2 .ts ∧ tag1 .wid > tag2 .wid,
or tag1 .ts = tag2 .ts ∧ tag1 .wid = tag2 .wid ∧ tag1 .wc > tag2 .wc.
Server. The server maintains the register replica and acts depending on the
message it receives. The local state of a server process s, is defined by three local
variables: (1) the tag s variable which is the local tag stored in the server, (2)
the confirmed s variable which stores the largest tag known by s that has been

1: at each reader r
2: procedure initialization:
3: tag ← h0, 0, 0i, rCounter ← 0
4: procedure read()
5: rCounter ← rCounter + 1
6: send (R, tag, tag.wc, rCounter) to all servers
7: wait until receive (RACK, inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
8: rcvM ← {hs, mi : m = (RACK, inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) ∧ s sent m ∧ s ∈ Q}
9: maxC = maxm∈rcvM (m.conf irmed) S
/* find the maximum confirmed tag */
10: inP = {hts, wid, wci : hts, wid, wci ∈ hs,mi∈rcvM m.inprogress}
11: if ∃τ, M S, B : (τ ∈ inP ∧ τ > maxC)∧ M S = {s : hs, mi ∈ rcvM ∧ τ ∈ m.inprogress} ∧
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

B ⊆ Q s.t. 0 ≤ |B| ≤ n
2 − 2 ∧ IB∪{Q} ⊆ M S then
tag ← τ
if |B| =≥ max(0, n
2 − 2) then
rCounter ← rCounter + 1
send (RP, tag, tag.wc, rCounter) to all servers
wait until receive (RPACK,inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
end if
else
tag ← maxC; M C ← {s : (hs, mi ∈ rcvM ) ∧ (m.conf irmed = maxC)}
if @C : C ⊆ Q ∧ |C| ≤ m − 2 ∧ IC∪Q ⊆ M C then
rCounter ← rCounter + 1
send (RP, tag, tag.wc, rCounter) to all servers
wait until receive (RPACK,inprogress, conf irmed, rCounter) from some quorum Q ∈ Q
end if
end if
return(tag)

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for Reader protocol.

returned by some reader or writer process and, (3) the inprogress s set which
includes all the latest tags assigned by s to write requests. Each server s waits
to receive a read or write message from operation initiated at some process p.
Where this message contains: (a) the type of the message msgType, (b) the last
tag returned by p (msgtag), (c) the value to be written if p invokes a write
operation or the latest value returned by p if p invokes a read operation, (d) a
counter msgwc that specifies the sequence number of this operation if p invokes
a write or is equal to msgtag.wc if p invokes a read, and (e) a counter to help
the server distinguish between new and stale messages from p. Upon receipt of
any type of message, s updates its local and confirmed tags if they are smaller
than the tag enclosed in the received message. In particular if msgtag > tag s
(resp. msgtag > confirmed s ) then s assigns tag s = msgtag (resp. confirmed s =
msgtag). In addition to the above updates, if s receives a write message from p,
then s generates a new tag newt = htags .ts + 1, p, msgwci, by incrementing the
timestamp included in its local timestamp by 1 and assigning the new timestamp
to the write operation from p. Note that the new tag generated is greater than
both tags and msgtag. The server then pairs the new tag to the value included
in the write message and changes its local tag to tags = newt. Then s adds newt
in the inprogress set ,and removes any tag maintained previously in that set for
any write operation from p. Once it completes its local update, s acknowledges
every message received by sending its inprogress s set and confirmed s variable to
the requesting process.

Writer. To uniquely identify all write operations, a writer w maintains a local
variable wc that is incremented each time w invokes a write operation. Essentially
that variable counts the number of write operations performed by w and every
such write can be identified by the tuple hw, wci, by any process in the system.
To perform a write operation ω = hw, wci, w sends messages to all of the servers
and waits for a quorum of these, Q, to reply. Once enough replies arrive (each
server’s inprogress set and confirmed variable), w collects all of the tags assigned
to ω by each server in Q. Then it applies a predicate on the collected tags. In few
words the predicate is used to checks if any of the collected tags appear in some
intersection of Q with at most n2 −1 (see proof sketch below why this is sufficient)
other quorums, where n the intersection degree of the deployed quorum system.
If there exists such a tag τ then the writer adopts τ as the tag of the value it
tried to write; otherwise the writer adopts the maximum among the collected
tags in the replied quorum. The writer proceeds in a second communication
round to propagate the tag assigned to the written values if: (a) the predicate
holds but the tag is only propagated in an intersection of Q with more than n2 −2
other quorums, or (b) the predicate does not hold. In any other case the write
operation is fast and completes in a single communication round. More formally
the writer predicate is the following, where |A| is rounded down to the nearest
integer:
Writer predicate for a write ω (PW): ∃ τ, A, M S where: τ ∈ {h., ωi :
h., ωi ∈ inprogress s (ω) ∧ s ∈ Q}, A ⊆ Q, 0 ≤ |A| ≤ n2 − 1, and M S =
{s : s ∈ Q ∧ τ ∈ inprogress s (ω)}, s.t. either |A| =
6 0 and IA ∩ Q ⊆ M S or
|A| = 0 and Q = M S.
Reader. The main difference between reader and writer protocols is that the
reader has to examine each tag assigned to all of the write operations contained
in inprogress sets of the servers that replied. (In contrast, writer examines only
the tags assigned only to its own write operation.)
The reader proceeds by sending messages to all the servers and waits for
some quorum of these to reply. Soon as enough replies arrive, it computes the
maximum confirmed tag maxConf , and populates the set inP with all tags from
inprgoress set reported by each of the replying servers. Then the reader chooses
the largest tag maxT found in inP and checks if: (a) maxConf ≥ maxT , or (b)
whether maxT satisfies a reader predicate (defined below). If neither condition
is valid, then maxT tag is removed from inP and maxT is assigned the next
largest tag in inP , then the two checks are repeated. If inP becomes empty,
then maxConf is returned along with its associated value. If (a) holds, then
some tag that has already been returned by some process is higher than any
remaining tag in inP . In this case reader returns maxConf and its assigned
value. If (b) holds, then reader returns the tag and the associated value that
satisfies its predicate. The reader is requires to ensure that the tag is propagated
in an intersection between the replied quorum and at most n2 − 2 other quorums,
where n the intersection degree of the quorum system. A read operation is slow
and performs a second communication round if: (1) the predicate holds but the

tag is propagated in an intersection between Q and exactly n2 −2 other quorums,
or (2) the reader decides to return maxConf , but this was received from no
complete intersection or an intersection between Q and n − 1 other quorums.
The tag and the associated value that will be returned by the read operation are
propagated to some quorum of servers during the second communication round.
More formally the reader predicate is, where |B| is rounded down to the nearest
integer:
Reader predicate for a read ρ (PR): ∃ τ, B, M S, where: max(τ ) ∈
S
n
s∈Qi inprogress s (ρ), B ⊆ Q, 0 ≤ |B| ≤ 2 − 2, and M S = {s : s ∈ Qi ∧ τ ∈
inprogress s (ρ)}, s.t. either |B| 6= 0 and IB ∩ Qi ⊆ M S or |B| = 0 and
Qi = M S.
Theorem 1. Algorithm Sfw implements a MWMR atomic read/write register.
Proof (Sketch). The key challenge is to show that every reader and writer process
decide on a single unique tag for each write operation, despite the fact that
servers may assign different tags to that same write operation. To this end, we
first show that in an n-wise quorum system, if some process p obtains replies
from the servers of some quorum, then p may witness only a single tag per write
operation to be distributed in a k-wise intersection, for k < n+1
2 .
Writer’s perspective: Based on the above observation, we show that only a
single (unique) tag may satisfy the write predicate (PW). Observe that if there
is a tag τ that satisfies PW, then it follows that τ is distributed in an intersection
of at most n2 quorums (i.e. n2 -wise intersection, including the replying quorum);
otherwise, if no tag satisfies PW then the write operation is associated with the
unique maximum tag received by the writer.
Reader’s perspective: The goal is to show that if a read ρ returns a tag τ for
a write ω, then τ was also the tag assigned to ω by the writer that invoked ω.
Observe that a read operation returns a tag τ for a write ω in two cases: (a) τ
satisfied the reader predicate PR, or (b) τ was equal to the max confirmed tag.
In the first case the predicate ensures that τ was distributed in an intersection
of at most n2 − 1 quorums (including the replying quorum). Thus the writer
should have observed the tag in at least an n2 -wise intersection, and hence τ
would satisfy the writer’s predicate as well. Furthermore, τ should be the only
tag that satisfies the two predicates since it is distributed in an intersection that
consists of less than n+1
quorums. If the reader returns τ because of case (b)
2
then it follows that τ was confirmed by either a reader that was about to return
τ because it satisfied its predicate, or by the writer that decided to associate τ
with its write operation ω. Either way this was a unique tag and thus returning
the confirmed tag maintains its uniqueness.
Using the proof of uniqueness of a tag assigned to a write operation, we
proceed to show that the atomic properties are satisfied. In particular we show
the following: (1) the monotonicity of the tag in all participants, (2) that if a
write operation proceeds a read operation then the read returns a tag greatest
or equal to the one associated to the write operation, (3) If a write ω1 → ω2
then ω2 is associated with a higher tag than the tag associated to ω1 , and (4)

If there are two read operation s.t. ρ1 → ρ2 then ρ2 decides and returns a value
associated with a higher or equal tag than the one returned by ρ1 .

4

Write Optimality

We now investigate the conditions under which it is possible for an execution
of a MWMR register implementation to contain only fast write operations. In
particular we show that by exploiting an n-wise quorum system, it is possible
to have executions with only fast write operations iff a certain number of “consecutive” write operations are contained in the execution. In extend, we show
that this result imposes bounds on the number of writer participants in the system. We conclude this section by exploring the relation of our findings to fast
implementations like [8]. We argue that our results generalize the characteristics
of such implementations. In that respect, direct application of our results on the
model of [8] yield the same bounds presented in that paper. For space limitations
proofs appear in the full version of the paper [4].
We consider all operations that alter the tag value at some set of servers to
be write operations. In an execution, an operation π invoked by process p is said
to contact a subset of servers G ⊆ S, denoted by contp (G, π), if for every server
s ∈ G: (a) s receives the messages sent by p within π, (b) s replies to p, and
(c) p receives the reply from s. If contp (G, π) occurs and additionally no other
server (i.e., s ∈
/ G) receives any message from p within π then we say that π
strictly contacts G, and is denoted by scntp (G, π). Next we give two important
definitions.
Definition 3. Two operations π1 , π2 are consecutive in an execution if: (i)
they are invoked from processes p1 and p2 , s.t. p1 6= p2 , (ii) they are complete,
and (iii) π1 → π2 or π2 → π1 (they are not concurrent).
In lieu to the above definition, a safe register constitutes the weakest consistency guarantee in the chain, and is defined [23] as property S1: Any read
operation that is not concurrent to any write operation returns the value written
by the last preceding write operation.
Definition 4. A set of operations Π in an execution is called quorum shifting
if ∀π1 , π2 ∈ Π strictly contact quorums Q0 , Q00 ∈ Q respectively, then π1 and π2
are consecutive and Q0 6= Q00 .
Given the two definitions above, we now show the ensuing lemma.
Lemma 1. A read operation that succeeds a set of fast write operations Π, may
retrieve the latest written value only from the servers that received messages from
all the write operations in Π.
Given an n-wise quorum system we show that if there are n − 1 consecutive, quorum shifting fast write operations in an execution then safe register
implementations are possible.
Lemma 2. Any execution fragment φ of a safe register implementation that uses
an n-wise quorum system Q s.t. 2 ≤ n < |Q|, contains at most n − 1 consecutive,
quorum shifting, fast write operations for any number of writers W ≥ 2.

We now show that safe register implementations are not possible if we extend
any execution that contains n − 1 consecutive writes, with one more consecutive, quorum shifting write operation. It suffices to assume a very basic system
consisting of two writers w1 and w2 , and one reader r. Thus our results hold for
at least two writers.
Theorem 2. No execution fragment φ of a safe register implementation that
exploits an n-wise quorum system Q s.t. 2 ≤ n < |Q|, can contain more than
n−1 consecutive, quorum shifting, fast write operations for any number of writers
W ≥ 2.
Remark 1. By close investigation of the predicates of Algorithm Sfw, one can
see that Sfw approaches the bound of Theorem 2, as it produces executions that
contain up to n/2 fast consecutive write operations, while maintaining atomic
consistency. Obtaining a tighter upper bound is subject of future work.
Note that Theorem 2 is not valid in the following two cases: (i) Only a
single writer exists in the system, (ii) There is a common intersection among
all the quorums in the quorum system. In the first case the sole writer imposes
the ordering on the tags introduced in the system and in the second case that
ordering is imposed by the common servers that need to be contacted by every
operation. It follows by the same theorem that it is impossible to have more than
n − 1 consecutive fast write operations then it is also prohibited to have more
than n − 1 concurrent fast write operations. Since no communication between
the writers is assumed and achieving agreement in an asynchronous distributed
system with a single failure (on the set of concurrent writes) is impossible, by
[11], then we can obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1. No MWMR implementation of a safe register, that exploits an nwise quorum system Q s.t. 2 ≤ n < |Q| and contains only fast writes is possible,
if |W| > n − 1.
Moreover assuming that readers also may alter the value of the register, and
thus write, then the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3. No MWMR implementation of a safe register, that exploits an nwise quorum system Q s.t. 2 ≤ n < |Q| and contains only fast operations is
possible, if |W ∪ R| > n − 1.
Recall that [8] proved the impossibility of implementations where both writes
and reads are fast in the MWMR model, while Theorem 3 complements that
result by presenting the exact participation conditions under which such implementations could have been possible. They also showed that in the case of a
single writer (i.e. |W| = 1), a bound |R| < |S|
f − 2 is imposed on the number
of readers, where f is the total number of allowed server failures. The authors
assumed that f ≤ |S|/2, and they adopted the technique of communicating with
|S| − f servers for each operation. This technique however depicts a quorum
system where every member has a size of |S| − f . The following lemma presents
the intersection degree of such a system.

Lemma 3. The intersection degree of a quorum system Q where ∀Qi ∈ Q,
|Qi | = |S| − f is equal to |S|
f − 1.
Note that by Lemma 3 and Theorem 3, the system in [8] could only accommodate:
|W ∪ R| ≤ (

|S|
|S|
|S|
− 1) − 1 ⇒ 1 + |R| ≤
− 2 ⇒ |R| ≤
−3
f
f
f

and thus their bound follows. This leads us to the following remark.
Remark 2. Fast implementations, such as the one presented in [8], follow our
proved restrictions on the number of participants in the service.
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